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This invention relates to interlockingsheet piles which 

may be driven into the earth to form a wal,coferdam, 
Or the ike This invention relates to improvements in 
Construction and method of instalation of such sheet 
Pies in order to minimize leakage of water through the 
interlockingjoints. 

In brief this invention contempiates the removal of 
earth or other foreign material from the interlocking 
portions of adjacent sheet piles as they are driven into 
the earth,the provision of Spreader1ugs for crowdingad 
jacent sheet piles away from each other within the imit 
permitted by the interlocking connection,and the intro 
duction of a Sealant into the Space so provided between 
the interlocking parts. In this way,a continuous barrier 
is provided to minimize oreiminate the passage ofwater 
through the Wail or coferdam formed bytheinterlocking 
Sheetpiles. 
More Specific objects of this invention are to provide 

improved means for removing earth orotherforeign ma 
terial from the interlocking parts of the sheet piles at 
the time the sheet piles are driven,and to provide im 
prOved means for Spreading the sheet piles apart within 
the limits alowed by the interlocking connection,to 
form adequate Space for reception of a suitable sealant. 
The interlocking edge portions of conventional sheet 

piles provide ample clearance to permit adjacent sheet 
pile members to be mated and driven into piace in the 
earth. By providing means to force the adjacent pile 
members to move lateraly relative to each other So that 
at least a majorportion of the clearances wilaccumulate 
in One direction,the resulting Spaces within the interlock 
ing parts are made large enough forefective installation 
Ofa Suitable Sealant material. 
These and other and more detailed objects and ad 

Vantages Will appear hereinafter, 
Referring to the drawings: 
FIGURE1 is a side elevation partly broken awayshow 

ing Several duplicate interlocking sheet pile members in 
position in the earth and showing another duplicateinter 
locking sheet pile member in position to be driven longi 
tudinallyinto the earth. 
FIGURE 2is a Sectional plan view taken Substantialy 

On the lineS2—2 aS Shown in FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a Sectional plan view taken Substantially 

On the lineS 3?3 aS ShoWn in F?GURE 1. 
FIGURE4is a longitudinal Sectional detailtaken Sub 

Stantiaily on the lines 4?4 as Shown in FIGURE 3. 
FIGURE 5 is a Sectional plan view taken substantialy 

on the lines5?5as Shown in FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 6 is a iongitudinal Sectional detail taken Sub 

Stantially on the lines 6?é as shown on FIGURE 5. 
FIGURE 7 is a Sectional plan View taken Substantially 

On the lines 7?7 aS ShOWn in F?GURE 1. 
Referring to the drawings,the interlocking steel sheet 

piles l@ are duplicates and are provided on theirparalel 
side edges with interlocking tongue-and-groove connec 
tions generally designated 11. The sheet pile members 
10 are Shown in position in the earth,and the duplicate 
sheet pie member 10a is shown in position to be driven 
1ongitudinally into the earth. The ground levelis Shown 
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at 12. The interlocking dupicate sheet pile members 10 
and f0a form a continuous wall generally designated 13. 
Each of the duplicate sheet pile members ló and 1@ais 

provided On each Side edge with interlocking longitudinal 
elements f4 and15. The fingerelement14and the thumb 
element 15 co-operate to define a continuous cavity 16, 
having a narrow lateralentrance Slot17. The thumb ele 
ment 15 has a relatively thin portion 18 of lesser width 
than the entrance Slot17and has a reiatively thickportion 
19 of greater Width than that of the entrance Slot 17. 
Accordingly,when the lower end 20 of the sheet pile 
member 10a is placed adjacent edge-to-edge with the 
upper end of one of the sheet pile members 10 as shown 
in FIGURE 1,With the thumb eiements of each entering 
the cavity on the other reSpectively,the sheet pile mem 
ber 10a may be driven longitudinallyinto the earth in 
interlocking relation to extend the length of the Wall i3. 
The parts 14a,?5a,and ?6a on the duplicate member 

10a are the Same as parts 14,15,and 16,previously de 
Scribed,except that they are reversed right for left in 
order to produce the interlocking connection 11. The 
parts 15 and 15a may be referred to as tongues entering 
grooves 16a and 16,reSpectively. 

In accordance with this invention and as best ShoWh 
in FIGURES 3 and 4,a Shoe 22 is fixed at or near the 
1owerend 20 of the sheet pile member1@a and Secured to 
the thumb element f5a. The outerSurface 23 of the Shoe 
is Shaped to conform to the inner Surface of the cavity 
16. In a Similar manner a Scraper'24is fixed at Or near 
the Iower end 20 of the sheet pile member 10a under the 
finger element 14a,and this Scraper 24 has an outer Sur 
face 25shaped to conform to the Surface 26on the thumb 
element 15. The Scraper 24 forms a bottom Wall of the 
cavity 16a. When the sheet pie member i0a is driven 
1ongitudinally into the earth from the position shown in 
FIGURE 1,the shoe 22 slides within the cavity 16 to 
remove earth therefrom and to provide a chamber within 
the cavity 16. Similary, downward movement of the 
sheet pile member 10a into the earth causes the scraper 
24 to move in Sliding contact with the thumb element 15 
to prevententrance ofearth into the chamberformed by 
the cavity16a. 

Spreader lugs 30 are fixed on the sheet pile member 
10a in1ongitudinaly Spaced relation and positioned within 
the cavity 16a. These Spreader fugs have sliding contact 
with the face 25 of the thumb element 15,and they Serve 
to crowdthe members10 and10a to Spreadthem lateraly 
within the limits provided bythe interlockingparts. The 
purpose of this Spreadingis to increase the lateral width 
of the clearance space between the thumb elements and 
the wall of the cavities. The lugs 30 are Short in axial 
eXtent, 
Means are provided for introducing a Suitable Sealant 

into the chambers formed bythe cavities16and 16a,and, 
as shown in the drawings,this means includes an aper 
ture 32 provided in each sheet pile member ?{} and com 
municating with the cavity 16,Clearance Space 33 may 
be torch cut or otherwise provided,which communicates 
with the aperture 32 to provide a passage between the 
cavities16and16a. A conduit34 provided With a Valve, 
not shown,extends from the aperture 32 to a Sealant con 
tainer 35,which may be positioned at or near the ground 
Ievel12. Sealantis allowed to fow through the conduit 
34 and through the aperture 32 and passage 33 to fill the 
space within the cavities 16 and 16a after the Iower end 
20 of the member 10a passes below the position of the 
aperture 32. The sealant fiows by gravity into the cavi 
ties 16 and 16a during the time that the member 10a is 
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being driven longitudinaly into the earth. The body of 
Sealatt 36 fils the cavities around the thumb element aS 
Shown in FIGURE 7,thereby preventing fow of water 
through the interlocking parts, 
An alternate position for the Sealant container 35is the 

position 35a shown in phantom linesin FIGURE 1,In 
the latter case,the valve conduit 34 is connected to the 
upper Open end of the cavity ?6,and the aperture 32 iS 
plugged,Commuhication between the cavities 16and 16a 
remains byway ofthe passage 33. 
While any Suitable form of Sealant may be used,it is 

preferred to employ a polymerizable resin material having 
a "pot life°of Suitable duration corresponding to the time 
required for driving one of the sheet pile members,The 
Sealant changes from iquid form to Solid or Semi-Solid 
after the predetermined time interval If the earth into 
Which the sheet piles are driven contains water to any 
considerable extent,the Sealant used should be heavier 
than water,so thatit will not be displaced by the water. 
The clearance Spaced between the finger elements and 
thumb elements of the interlocking connection 11 have 
been exaggerated in the drawings for clarity of ilustra 
tion,and in practise these clearance Spaces are So narrow 
that Very little Sealant escapes from the cavities 16 and 
?6d, 
Having fuly described my invention,it is to be under 

Stood that f am not to be limited to the detais herein Set 
forth,but that my invention is of the full Scope of the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a Sheet pile member having paralel Side edges 

each provided with longitudinal interlock elements,the 
interiock elements on each Side edge including a longitu 
dinal thumb element and a longitudinal finger element 
defininga continuous caVity with a narrow lateralentrance 
slot of lesser width than the width of the cavity,the thumb 
element having a redatively thin portion of lesser width 
than that of the entrance Slot and terminating in a thick 
portion which is Smalier in croSS-Section than the crOSS 
section of said cavity,the improvement comprising:a 
shoefxed on oneend ofthethumb elementandprojecting 
therefrom and having an outer Surface Shaped ike the 
inner surface of Said cavity,Whereby upon placing the 
lowerend of said sheet pile member adjacentedge-to-edge 
with the upperend of another duplicate sheet pile member 
previously driven iongitudinally into the earth,With the 
thumb elements each entering the cavity on the Other 
member,respectively,the Said member may be driven 
1ongitudinalyinto the earth in interlocking relation with 
the dupicate member,Said shoe Sliding within the caVity 
ofthe duplicate memberto remove earthfrom thatcavity, 
and thereby provide a Sealant receiving chamber within 
that cavity and around the thumb element therein and 
iongitudinaly spaced Spreader Iugs within the cavity and 
attached to the cavity wali or thumb element for Siding 
contact with the companionelement ofthe duplicate Sheet 
pile memberfor spreading the Sheet pile members Within 
the limit alowed by the interlocking partS. 

2. In a sheet pile member having parale Side edges 
each provided with longitudinal interlock elements,the 
interlockelements on each Side edge including a longitu 
dinalthumb element and a Jongitudinal finger element de 
fininga continuous cavity with a narrow lateral entrance 
slot of lesserwidth than the width ofthe cavity,the thumb 
element having a relatively thin portion of lesser Width 
than that of the entrance slot and terminatingin a thick 
portion which is Smalerin cross-Section than the CrOSS 
section of said cavity,the improvement comprising:a 
scraperfixed on one end ofthefingerelement and extend 
ingacross the bottom of the cavity to form an end Wal 
of the cavity and having an edge shaped like the Outer 
surface of the thumb element,whereby upon placing the 
1owerend ofsaidsheet pile member adjacentedge-to-edge 
with the upperend of another duplicate Sheet pile mem 
berpreviously driven longitudinaly into the earth,with 
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the thumb elements each entering the cavity on the Other 
member,respectively,the Said member may be driven 
1ongitudinallyinto the earth in interlocking relation with 
the duplicate member,Said Scraper Slidably contacting the 
thumb element on the duplicate member to exclude earth 
from the cavity on the first Said member as it is driven 
into the earth,to provide a Sealant receiving chamber 
within said cavity and around the thunbelement therein. 

3. The device of claim2 in which longitudinaly Spaced 
Spreader lugs are provided within the cavity and attached 
to the cavity wall or the thumb element for Sliding con 
tact with the companion element of the duplicate Sheet 
pile member for Spreading the sheet pile members within 
the imit alowed by the interlocking partS. 
4,In a Sheet pile member having parallel Side edgeS 

each provided with longitudinal interlock elements,the 
interlock elements on each Side edge inciuding a longi 
tudinal thumb element and a longitudinal finger element 
defining a continuous cavity with a narrow lateral en 
trance slot of lesser width than the width of the cavity, 
the thumb element having a relatively thin portion of 
ieSSer width than that of the entrance Slot and terminat 
ing in a thick portion which is Smaler in croSS-Section 
than the croSS-Section of Said cavity,the improVement 
comprising:a Shoe fixed on one end of the thumb ele 
ment and projecting therefrom and having an Outer Sur 
face Shaped like the inner Surface of Said cavity,a Scraper 
fixed on one end of the finger element adjacent the Shoe 
and eXtending acroSS the bottom of the Cavity,Said 
Scraper forming an end wal of the cavity and having an 
edge Shaped like the outer Surface of the thumb element, 
Whereby upon placing the lOWer end Of Said Sheet pile 
nember adjacent edge-to-edge with the upper end of 
another duplicate Sheet pile member previously driven 
1ongitudinaly into the earth,with the thumb elements 
each entering the caVity on the other member,respec 
tively,the Said nernber may be driven longitudinally 
into the earth in interlocking relation with the duplicate 
Inember,Said Shoe sliding within the cavity of the dupli 
cate member,to remove earth from the cavity,Said 
SCraper slidably contacting the thUIab element on the 
duplicate member to exchude earth from the cavity on 
the first Said member as it is driven into the earth,and 
to provide a Sealant receiving chamber Within each cavity 
and around each thumb element. 
5,The device of claim 4in which iongitudinaly Spaced 

Spreader lugs are proVided Within the Cavity and attached 
to the cavity Wall or the thumb element for sliding con 
tact with the companion element of the duplicate Sheet 
pie member for Spreading the Sheet pile memberS with 
in the limit allowed by the interlocking parts. 

6. In a pair of dupicate Sheet pile members,each haV 
ing parallel Side edges each provided with longitudinal 
interlock elements,the interiock elements on each Side 
edge inclüding a longitudinal thumb element and a longi 
tudinal finger element defining a continuous cavity with 
a narrow lateral entrance Slot of leSSer Width than the 
width of the caVity,the thunb element having a rela 
tively thin portion of leSSer width than that of the en 
ttance Slot and terminating in a thick portion which is 
Smaler in CrOSS-Section than the crOSS-Section of Said 
caVity,the improvement comprising:a Shoe fixed on 
Che end of the thumb element of each member and pro 
jecting therefrom and having an outer Surface shaped 
like the inner Surface of Said caVity,a Scraper fixed on 
One end Of the finger element of each member adjacent 
the Shoe and extending across the bottom of the cavity, 
Said Scraper forming an end Wal of the cavity and hav 
ing an edge Shaped like the outer Surface of the thumb 
element,whereby upon placing the lower end of one of 
the Said Sheet pile members adjacent edge-to-edge with 
the upper end of the other Sheet pile member previously 
driven longitudinallyinto the earth,with the thumb ele 
ments each entering the cavity on the other member, 




